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Q: What are the “important” components of the Milky Way?
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Milky_Way_Galaxy.jpg

• Disk


• Spiral Arms


• Bulge


• Bar


• Halo


• Dark Matter


• Lots of other stuff…



Goal Today…
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Milky_Way_Galaxy.jpg

• Some vague review of when we 
discovered things we think we know now


• Understand how NEW this model is


• Appreciate how clever our predecessors 
were (humility & call to action!)


• A plea to you: READ OLD PAPERS!



Ancient History
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Fajada Butte (New Mexico)

https://solsticeproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/85-SofaerWeinerStone2017_ChacoShrineAlignments_Word.pdf

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fajada_Butte


Ancient History
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Nabata Playa (southern Egypt)

“Archeoastronomy”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nabta_Playa
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_knowledge_about_galaxies,_clusters_of_galaxies,_and_large-scale_structure



Galileo (1610)

8 https://www.reed.edu/math/wieting/mathematics537/SideriusNuncius.pdf

Widely cited as the first 
discovery that the Milky Way 
is made up of stars



1785: William & Catherine Herschel
• Counting stars along many lines of sight


• Assumes a fairly uniform density of stars 
(like a forest)


• No concept of dust or 
extinction
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/106755.pdf


1800’s
• Big telescopes being built (up to 72” diameter!), 

detailed sketches of nebulae


• William Parsons, 3rd Earl of Rosse (1850)


• “Observations on the Nebulae”


• Stephen Alexander (1852)


• “On the origin of the forms and the present 
condition of some of the clusters of stars, and 
several of the nebulae”
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https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1850RSPT..140..499R/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1852AJ......2..158A/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1852AJ......2..158A/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1852AJ......2..158A/abstract


1900’s
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Easton (1900)

Where is the Sun within the Milky Way?

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1900ApJ....12..136E


1900’s
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Easton (1900)

First speculative drawing of Milky  
Way including spiral arms

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1900ApJ....12..136E


The 1920s
• Have photography & spectroscopy (RVs)


• some proper motions & parallaxes for very nearby things


• dynamics arguments starting to be used to discuss structure and formation of 
MWY


• LOTS of work focusing around star clusters &  
pulsating stars (Leavitt & Pickering 1912) 

• Oort (PhD thesis!) 1927 on “stars of high velocity” (some halo stars!)
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https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1912HarCi.173....1L/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1926PhDT.........1O/abstract


Clusters
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Shapley (1930)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1930HarMo...2.....S/abstract
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The “Great Debate”

• Interesting review 
of the “Great Debate” 
by Trimble (1995)


• Now itself a bit of history

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1995PASP..107.1133T


The “Great Debate”
• Held in 1920 on the “distance scale of the Universe”


• Harlow Shapley (Milky Way is huge, other “nebulae” look small, must not 
be galaxies like ours)


• Heber Curtis (“Kapteyn’s model”, MWY is small, Andromeda is VERY far 
away, comparable to MWY in size)
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The “Great Debate”
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Heber Curtis & the “Kapteyn Universe” model



The “Great Debate”
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Harlow Shapley’s model

• Globular Clusters

10kpc 20kpc 30kpc

Shapley (1919)

GC system NOT centered on us!

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1919ApJ....49..311S/abstract


The “Great Debate”
• Held in 1920 on the “distance scale of the Universe”


• Harlow Shapley (Milky Way is huge, other “nebulae” look small, must not 
be galaxies like ours)


• Heber Curtis (“Kapteyn’s model”, MWY is small, Andromeda is VERY far 
away, comparable to MWY in size) 

• Not the fierce brawl you might imagine… it was really 2 dudes giving 30 min 
talks


• They BOTH got parts of the picture very wrong, and some things right


• Field didn’t seem to coalesce on either model quickly
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The “Great Debate”
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• Hubble starts finding Cepheids (1923)


• 1925: Hubble “solves”the debate for  
M31 & M33


• Announced at AAS 33 in DC!


• 1926: starts studying hundreds of 
galaxies, classifying them…

https://obs.carnegiescience.edu/hubbles-famous-m31-var-plate

Distance to M31 ~3x too small

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1925Obs....48..139H/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1925PA.....33..252H/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1926ApJ....64..321H/abstract
https://obs.carnegiescience.edu/hubbles-famous-m31-var-plate


Other Debates…
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• In the same 1925 volume, here’s 
Malmquist whinging for 3 pages 
about units for distance 


• why is absolute magnitude tied to a 
distance of 10 pc, not 1 pc?!


• Shame the “Siriometer” died out, lol


• (d=2.64 pc)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1925Obs....48..142M/abstract


Spiral Arms
• Described in 1850’s for other “nebulae”


• Early speculation about MWY spiral 
structure at least as early as 1900


• Once we realized that DUST was 
in the way, and Milky Way was a  
normal galaxy (mid 1920’s) thoughts 
about spiral structure immediately 
began to take shape
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Spiral Arms
• First detection claimed by 

Morgan+1952


• Oort+1958 give nice overview of state 
of understanding. Optical AND Radio 
playing a key role


• Multiple spiral arms noted!


• Note: Sun at 8kpc!

23 https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1958MNRAS.118..379O/abstract

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1952AJ.....57....3M/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1952AJ.....57....3M/abstract


Rotation (1927)
• Oort (again!)


• Galaxy rotates


• Rotates differentially


• The “Oort Constants” 
(A and B)  
named after him 
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Oort (1927)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1927BAN.....3..275O/abstract


Rotation (1927)

25 https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1958MNRAS.118..379O/abstract

• Oort (again!)


• Galaxy rotates


• Rotates differentially


• The “Oort Constants” 
(A and B)  
named after him 



Dark Matter
• Oort (1932) notes problems with orbital velocities of stars perpendicular to the 

galactic plane


• Fritz Zwicky (1933) studying Coma galaxy cluster notes velocities too high


• Problems with galactic dynamics, rotation of galaxies, velocities of galaxy 
clusters noted for MANY years from the late 1950s to the 1970s


• Vera Rubin and others estimate mass structure of other galaxies
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Dark Matter
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1965: Milky Way rotation curve isn’t quite right



Dark Matter
• Rubin & Ford (1970) a canonical paper 

on the Andromeda “Nebula” (M31)
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https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1970ApJ...159..379R/abstract


The Bulge

29 NGC 4565 (ESO)

• Thickness or high density 
region (bulge) obvious since 
antiquity


• Distance to galactic center 
hotly debated (STILL)


• Radio source (Sag A) 
detected by Pawsey+1955

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1955ApJ...121....1P/abstract


The Bulge

30 NGC 4565 (ESO)

• Thickness or high density 
region (bulge) obvious since 
antiquity


• Distance to galactic center 
hotly debated (STILL)


• Radio source (Sag A) 
detected by Pawsey+1955

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1955ApJ...121....1P/abstract


The Bulge

31 NGC 4565 (ESO)

• Thickness or high density 
region (bulge) obvious since 
antiquity


• Distance to galactic center 
hotly debated (STILL)


• Radio source (Sag A) 
detected by Pawsey+1955

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1955ApJ...121....1P/abstract


The Bulge

32 NGC 4565 (ESO)

• Nuclear star clusters are quite 
small (relative to disk)


• SO much extinction  
(once we figured out dust)


• ~25 magnitudes of dust! 

• Can only study in Radio/IR


• How do we see the bulge stars?!


• WINDOWS!



Baade’s Window
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• First discovered by W. Baade (1946)


• About 1deg wide “window” of low 
extinction, can see star clusters & 
variable stars (RR Lyr), like those in 
Globular Clusters


• Can tell stars are older/redder 


• Speculates the halo (galactic corona) 
may be an extension of the bulge


• ~4 other good “windows”

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1946PASP...58..249B/abstract


Baade’s Window
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Stanek (1996)
OGLE data

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1996ApJ...460L..37S/abstract


Baade’s Window
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Stanek (1996)
OGLE data

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1996ApJ...460L..37S/abstract
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https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019A%26A...628A..94A/abstract

The Bar

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Milky_Way_Galaxy.jpg

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019A%26A...628A..94A/abstract


The Bar
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de Vaucouleurs (1964)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1964IAUS...20..195D/abstract


The Bar
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Blitz & Spergel (1991) 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1991ApJ...379..631B/abstract


The Bar
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Anders+2019Blitz & Spergel (1991) 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019A&A...628A..94A/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1991ApJ...379..631B/abstract


The Bar
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Anders+2019Blitz & Spergel (1991) 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019A&A...628A..94A/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1991ApJ...379..631B/abstract


Next time:
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• Clusters & “Simple Stellar Populations”


• HW2 will be posted next week!

https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap051004.html


